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Real-Time Operational
Reporting in Excel
excel4apps.com/reportswand

Imagine...
Constantly navigating between
Oracle and Excel can be exhausting.
You want to be empowered to do
your own reporting, but the complex
structure of Oracle and the special
expertise required to use its reporting
tools make it almost impossible to
be self-sufficient. You are then
left dependent on IT and frustrated
with the manual, time-destructive
process it takes to make your
reports presentable.
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Overview
Reporting Frustrations

Why Excel-Based Tool?

Traditional E-Business Suite reporting involves
designing and executing reports using the
tools that Oracle provides, but the data is then
dumped into Excel for review and distribution.
This disconnect is a catalyst for inefficiency and
inaccuracy, especially when changes are made
and data has to be re-exported into Excel, your
tool of choice.

In Excel, reports can be created in the exact
format that is needed. And our Excel-based tools
let you make adjustments while also working with
up-to-the-minute data from Oracle, not yesterday’s
or last week’s. Imagine defining, executing,
reviewing and distributing reports in Excel in a
fraction of the time compared to other tools. You
can refresh values in place and drill-down to a full
audit trail thus eliminating the disconnect between
the ERP data and the reporting mechanism.
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• T ransactional reporting
• Detailed reporting, linkable across modules
• Automate creation and distribution of
reports
• Leverage existing security settings, logon
with Oracle username/password

Easy-to-Use
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• Using wizards in Excel
• Little training needed
• Rapid user acceptance

IT Friendly

IT Friendly

• Access from any PC,
no software installation
needed
• Little IT support needed
• No additional hardware,
duplication of data
or data warehouse to
manage

add-in to Excel
Reports Wand is an
er financial
that allows for deep
.
reporting and more
The Power of Reports Wand
Reports Wand allows for real-time reporting on all
modules from Oracle E-Business Suite within Excel.
More than just a replacement for Oracle Discoverer,
Reports Wand eliminates unnecessary steps, like
continuously exporting to Excel, and delivers an
Excel-based solution that helps maximize your
investments in both Oracle and Microsoft. This
approach reduces errors, improves productivity, and
creates an environment to easily provide the right
information to the right people in the right format.
As Reports Wand leverages the existing security
within E-Business Suite, and requires no additional
data warehouse or hardware, the installation usually
takes only a few minutes.
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How it Works
Reporting Your Way
Whatever reports you dream of, Reports Wand
can do it. With an easy-to-use Excel interface,
you can build highly customized reports to meet
even the most complex requirement, without
relying on IT. Reports Wand allows you to work
in Excel to create and edit final reports; add and
remove columns; apply formatting, formulae,
filters, pivot tables and charts; and then simply
refresh the data at the click of a button. It also
provides the ability to drill to detail or drill to
related data linking reports together from
multiple business areas for even deeper analysis.

Access from any
PC with your
Oracle username
and password

User Benefits
• R
 eal-time reporting on any E-Business Suite
modules in Excel
• Effective replacement for Oracle Discoverer
• Live data refreshes and fast reporting
• Integrated into Oracle 11i/R12
• M
 ass reporting / distribution (see Report
Distribution Manager)
• S hare centralized report templates (see Shared
Templates Drive)
• Intuitive with easy-to-use functions, wizards
and drag/drop interface
• Improve reporting efficiency
• Run Stored Procedures prior to running a report
• A
 ccess real-time subledger and other
transactional data

IT Benefits

Easy-to-Use Wizards: Easily build reports and
ad hoc queries with Excel wizards that link
directly to Oracle.
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L ittle IT resources needed to install or maintain
H
 igh performance architecture
Q
 uick, centralized installation
E
 mpower end users / self-service secure
reporting
• L aunch from your secure EBS environment and
auto access the Reports Wand ribbon in Excel
• A
 ccess fields not available in standard Oracle
forms/views

Content Options
Reports Wand Standard
Delivered with 80+
Seeded Report
Definitions to get you
started and let you
create thousands
of report variations.
Additional definitions
can be created using
SQL.

Reports Wand with NoetixViews
Delivered with 1000+ out-of-thebox business reporting templates
that are prebuilt and ready to be
refreshed, this offering provides
broad and deep coverage for
30+ Oracle modules, including
Financials, Projects, Supply Chain,
Manufacturing, HR and Service.

Powerful Drill Downs: Drill downs are fully
configurable, and it’s possible to drill to
detail or drill to related records.
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With Reports Wand, our division controllers can access subledgers to make
sure they reconcile with account balances, and the reports are in real-time
as opposed to yesterday’s data that we’d see with OBIEE.”
Susan Adkison , Former Division Controller , Powell Industries

Why It’s Loved

Senior leaders have indicated that buying Excel4apps has been
the best purchase of their career, and some have even shared
that it’s made them a hero to their Oracle users. Here are some
key ways organizations are leveraging Reports Wand as their
primary reporting solution or as a complement to their existing
BI tools:
•
•
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•
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Extends financial reporting to 30+ EBS modules
Facilitates ad-hoc operational and subledger reporting
Complements your Business Intelligence strategy
Reconciles transactions to the General Ledger
Automates period close reporting from subledgers to the
General Ledger
Combines data from multiple Oracle E-Business Suite areas
Expedites reconciliations
Extends GL Wand drilldowns to subledger modules
Refreshes dynamic dashboards and visualizations in real-time
Supports easy key performance indicator (KPI) creation and
tracking

For operational and transactional reporting, Reports Wand is
an alternative to Oracle OBIEE, Discoverer, Oracle Standard
Reports, Custom Reports, Web ADI, BI Publisher and Hyperion.
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Automate the Mass
Creation and Distribution
of GL Wand Reports

Send
via
email

Post to
share
drive

E -Business Suite Solutions

Report +
Analyze

Budget +
Forecast

Upload
+ Post

Excel4apps Wands for Oracle allow real-time financial and
operational reporting across all Oracle E-Business Suite
modules, as well as the ability to upload General Ledger
journals and budgets―all directly from Microsoft Excel. Using
Excel-based solutions makes it easy to obtain, analyze, share,
and present essential information when and how you need
it. We help you get more out of the platforms you already
own―Microsoft Excel and Oracle.

• E
 asy Wizards make it efficient to
share reports with drill downs–all
from Excel.
• Scheduler lets you automate
report bursting and distribution.
• Send a snapshot of static data to
non-licensed users, like a monthend profit & loss (P&L) statement.
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